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A.

FINRA, the Financial IndListry Regulatory Authority, is the largest independent regulator For
all securities lirms doing business in the United States. FINRA is dedicated to investor
protection and market integrity through effective and cflicient regulation

B.

The Netherlands Authority for Financial Markets (AFM”) is responsible for the supervision
of securities markets as well as the conduct of business (including consumer information and
advice) of all financial services providers in the market domain (banks, investment funds,
insurance companies, investments firms anti securities firms), as well as auditing firms. By
supervising the conduct of the financial markets, AFM aims to make a contribution to the
proper and efficient operation of these markets, to protect the position of investors and
consumers and to increase the transparency of the securities markets.

C.

FINRA and the AFM wish to enter into this MoU to provide a formal basis for co-operation,
including the exchange of Information and investigative assistance. FINRA and the AFM
believe such co-operation will enable them to perform their functions more effectively.

The AFM and the FINRA hereby acknowledge and agree as follows:
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I)cfiiiitioiis

lor the

purposes o this fVloU

‘‘AFIVI’ means (lie Netherlands

Aut honEy for

financial fvlarkets;

J\gencv’’ or “Agencies’’ nieiisanat ional governmental or icin—goveninenil public agency
responsible for prosecuting, regulating or enforcing I Saws falling within the areas of responsibility of
the Authority;

‘Autlioritv” means FIN RA or the AFM;
“ALithonties means FIN RA and I lie i\l/M
“FINRA” means the Financial industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.;
“Information’’ means either Authoritys confidential, proprietary and non—public information,
including any and all intellectual property rights, title, interest and Personal data, whether in verbal.
written, electronic, graphic or other form, whether (a) disclosed by that Authority to the other
Authority, or (b) obtained by the other Authority through (i) observation or examination of any of that
Authority’s documents or materials or (ii) discussions with that Authority’s representatives or Parties
designated by that Authority to speak with or provide information to the other Authority concerning
that Authority. For example, this could include any relevant information relating to the activities of the
individuals or bodies regulated and supervised by the Authorities, in particular, the registration and
licensing information of supervised individuals or bodies, their disciplinary history, and with respect
to supervisoi-y examination and inspections, the substance of inspection reports (any and all issues
identified and addressed during such examinations or inspections, actions (and action plans) taken in
response to issues identified, and all outstanding issues), information on the transactions (name of
client buy side/sell side, name of intermediai-y, and reason for operation), and any other information.
“Laws” means any laws, regulations, regulatory rules or policy applicable in the United States of
America and/or in The Netherlands, including all relevant laws pertaining to privacy and data security
and applicable to each Authority in its respective country;
“Person” means a natural or legal person, or unincorporated entity or association, including
corporations and partnerships;
‘‘Personal data” means any information transferred from the other Authority relating to an identified
or identifiable natural person (“data subject”); an identifiable person is one who cami be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors
specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity;
“Requesting Authority” means the Authority making a request under this MoU;
“Requested Authority” means the Authority to whom the request is macic under this MoU;
“Third party” means a third party natural person, legal entity, partnership or unincorporated
IS Soc iation;
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2.

liirpose aII(I

I

Ihe pirpose of this MuU is to establish a fomial basis for co—operation between the
Aul liorit ies, iiicludi ng exchange of In formation and investigative assistance, in order to
Facilitate the fulfilling ol’their supervisory responsibilities.

.

rrinciples

2.

ihis M oU does not iiiodi ly or supersede any Laws in force and applying to the Authorities.
lijis MoU sets forth a stalement of’ intent and accordingly does not create any enfbiceable
rights, any legally binding obligations or agreement. I lowever, the provisions set fhrth in
Sections 0. 10 and 12 shall be binding upon the Authorities and survive the termination of’ the
MoU.

3.

[lie Authorities acknowledge that they may provide lnfhrmation under this MoU only if’
permitted or not pre’eiiteil under applicable Laws or permitted or not prevented by any
Agency.

3.

Scope of assistance

i’o the extent permitted by their respective Laws. the Authorities shall endeavor to provide
each other with the Full mutual assistance in any matters falling within their competence.
Assistance may include, but is not limited to:
a.

b.

providing information in the possession of’ the Requested Authority;
confirming and verifying Information provided to it for that purpose by the Requesting
Authority;

2.

c.

exchanging Information on or discussing issues of mutual interest;

d.

obtaining specified Information and documents from Persons designated by the
Requesting Authority; and

e.

questioning or taking testimony, where permissible, under oath, of Persons designated by
the Requesting Authority regarding the matters set forth in the request for assistance.

A request for assistance may be denied by the Requested Authority:
a.

where the request is not macic in accordance with the provisions of this MoU;

b.

where the request would require the Requested Authority to act in a maimer that would
violate domestic law;

c.

where a criminal proceeding has already been initiated in the jurisdiction of’ (lie Requested
Authority based upon the same flhcts and against the same Persons, or the same Persons
have already been the subject of’ final punitive sanctions on the same charges by the
competent authorities of’ the jurisdiction of the Requested Authority, unless the Requesting
Authority can demonstrate that the relief or sanctions sought in any proceedings initiated
by the Requesting Authority would not he of the same nature or duplicative of’ any relief
or sanctions obtained in the jurisdiction of the Requested Authority;
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d.

where the provision ol assistance won Id be so burdensome as to disrupt the pmper
performance ol the Requested /\ut hority s hind ions;

e.

where complying with the request may otherwise be prejudicial to the perlbrmance by the
Requested Authority of its l’unct ions;

1..

where it would be otherwise contrary to the public interest or the essential national interest

of the Requested Authority’s jurisdiction to give the assistance sought;

3.

g.

where provision of’ assistance would be otherwise contrary to any other matters specified
by the I Saws of the Requested Authority’s jurisdiction (in particular those relating to
international co—operation, confidentiality and professional secrecy, data protection and
privacy and procedural fairness); and

it

Where the Authorities, after consultation, mutually agree that compliance with the request
would not be in the best interests of’ either or both Authorities.

Ilowever, the Requester! Authority cannot deny assistance to the Requesting Authority if the
type of conduct under investigation would not be a violation of the Laws of the Requested

Authority’ sj urisdiction.
4.

Where a request for assistance is denied, or where assistance is not available under domestic
law, the Requested Authority will provide the reasons for not granting the assistance in
writing to the Requesting Authority.

4.

Unsolicited Assistance
The Authorities may provide to each other or arrange to be provided, to the extent permitted
by their respective Laws, without prior request and solely on a voluntary basis, Information
which it believes to be helpful to the other Authority for the discharge of its functions and for
the purposes, which it may specify in the communication.

5.

Requests for Assistance
Requests for the provision of Information or other assistance will be made in writing or macIc
orally and, unless otherwise agreed, confirmed in writing within ten (10) business clays. A
request will be signed by the Requesting authority and addressed to the contact person of the
Requested Authority referred to in Annex A.

2.

Requests for assistance should include the following:
a.

a description of the subject matter of the request and the purpose for which the
Information is sought and the reasons why this Information will be of assistance;

b.

a description of the specific Information or other assistance requested by the Requesting
Authority (identity of Persons, specific questions to be asked, etc.);

c.

how the Iniormation is likely to be used, including details of any likely onward disclosure
by the Requesting Authority, and the purpose such disclosure would serve;
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d.

a descri Jt ion of the fiicts that constitute the grounds for (he Suspicion that the offence that
is the subject ol the request has been committed, and of the connection between these facts
and the ass stance requested;

e.

a short description of’ the Laws that may have been violated and, ii’ known to the
Requesting Authority, a list of the Persons believed by the Requesting Authority to
possess the Information sought or the places where such Information may he obtained and
the details that support this belief’, to the best of the Requesting Authority’s knowledge;

I’.

an indication of any special precautions that should be taken in collecting the Information
due to investigatory considerations, including the sensitivity of the Information contained
in the request;

g.

if’ lnl’ormation is provided by the Requesting Authority t’or conlirmation or verilication,
the In ormation and the kind of confirmation or verification sought;

h.

those Agencies, if any, to whom onward disclosure of Information provided to the
Requesting Authority is likely to be necessam-y;

i.

any other matters specified by the Requesting Authority and by Laws in relation to the
Requested Authority;

j.

an indication of the urgency of the request, or the desired time period for the reply; and

k.

a declaration that any Information or document transferred to the Requesting authority
pursuant to the request shall be used solely for the purpose for which it was delivered.

3.

In urgent circumstances, requests l’or assistance may be effected by telephone or facsimile,
provided such communication is confirmed through an original, signed document,

6.

Execution of Requests for Assistance
Each request for assistance will be assessed on a case-by-case basis by the Requested
Authority to determine whether the assistance can be provided under the terms of this MoU
and pursuant to its Laws. In any case where the request cannot be fulfilled ii part or whole,
the Requested Authority will consider whether there may be other assistance which can he
provided by itself or by any other authority in its jurisdiction.

2.

To the extent permitted by its Laws, the Requested Authority shall take all reasonable steps to
obtain and provide the Information sought within a reasonable period of time.

3.

To the extent permitted by its Laws, the Requesting Authority shall provide the Requested
Authority with such further assistance as may reasonably he required for the efficient
execution of the request including the provision of further Inlormation as to the circumstances

surrounding the request, staff or other resources.
4.

Upon request, the Requested Authority will require the production of documents identified in
Section 3,1 (cl) from (i) any Person designated by the Requesting Authority, or (ii) any other
Person who may possess the requested Information or documents. Upon request, the
Requested Authority will obtain other Information relevant to the request.
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5.

Jpon request, I he Requested Authority ‘vi I seek responses to quest ions and/or a statement (or
where permissible, testimony under oath) from any Person involved, dnectly or indirectly, in
I he activities that are the subject matter of the request lbr assistance or who is iii possessi0i 01
In lorinat ion that may assist in the execution of the request.

6.

In urgent circumstances, the response to requests for assistance may be by telephone or
lacsimile provided such communication is confirmed through an original, signed document.

7.

Costs
If the cost of ful Filling a request is likely to be substantial (i.e., entail extraordinary efforts, or
is outside the ordinary course of business), the Requested Authority may, as a condition of
agreeing to give assistance under this MoU. require the Requesting Authority to make a
contribution to costs.

8.

Permissible Uses of the Information
The Requesting Authority may use non—public information and non—public documents
furnished in response to a request fur assistance under this MoU solely for:
a.

The purpscs set birth in the request for assistance, including ensuring compliance with
Laws related to the request.

b.

A prirpose within the general framework of the use stated in the request fur assistance,
including conducting a civil or administrative enforcement proceeding, assisting in a
criminal prosecution, or conducting any investigation for any general charge applicable to
the violation of the provision specified in the request where such general charge pertains
to a violation of Laws administered by the Requesting Authority.

c.

In the event thai Information provided by FINRA to the AFM leads the AFM to submit a
request for assistance to the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), FINRA
expressly authorizes the AFM to use the Information provided by FLNRA in connection
with its communications with the SEC in an appropriate manner. In this event, the AFM
will provide notice to FINRA either prior to, or simultaneously with, its request to the
SEC.

2.

If a Requesting Authority intends to use Information furnished under this MoU for any
purpose other than those stated in (a) and (b) above, it must obtain the prior written consent of
the Requested Authority.

9.

Confidentiality

The Authorities shall maintain strict confidentiality in respect to any non—public information,
document or data which has become Known to them in connection with this MoU.
2.

The Authorities agree that they will keep conliclential all Inlormation shared under this MoU,
including but not limited to, any requests made under this MoU, the contents of such requests,
and any matters arising under this MoU, including consultations between or arn()llg the
Authorities, and unsolicited assistance. After consultation with the Requesting Authority, the
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Requested Autlli)rity may disclose the Fact that the Requesting Authority has nmde the request
I such disclosure is required to carry out the request.
3.

A Requesting Authority will not use, disclose or pLIbI ish any In format ion of the Requested
Authority or received pursuant to a request for assistance made under this MoU For any

purpose other than provided under this MoE without the prior written approval of’ the
Requested Authority unless or until the lnf’ormat ion is:
a.

lawfully in Requesting Authority’s possesSion prior to this MoE and not under a duty of’
non—disclosure;

h.

voluntarily disclosed by a third party so long as that party is not under a duty of’ non

disclosure;
c.

voluntarily disclosed to the public by the disclosing party; or

d.

generally known to the public.

4.

‘[he Requesting Authority may not disclose the Requested Authority’s Information to any
Pei’son, except to the Requesting Authority’s employees, oFficers, directors, agents,
contractors. attorneys, and accountants who require the Information to act on tlie Requesting
Authority’s behalf’ in connection with this MoE.

5.

IF there is a legally enforceable demand For Information supplied under this MoU, the
Authority receiving the demand will, to the extent permitted by law, notify the disclosing
Authority that supplied the Information and receive its consent prior to disclosing such
information. If the Requested Authority that supplied the Information does not consent to such
disclosure, then the receiving Authority will use all reasonable legal means to resist such a
demand, including asserting appropriate legal exemptions or privileges with respect to that
Information as may be available.

6.

Notwithstanding anything otherwise set for herein, hINRA may disclose Information received
under this MoE:
a.

to a government agency with regulatoi’y or oversight jurisdiction over FINRA for the
purpose of enabling or assisting FINRA to discharge its regulatory function; or

b.

for the purpose of enabling or assisting FINRA to discharge any of its regulatory
responsibilities, including responsibilities under the Securities Exchange Act of’ 1934 or

other applicable law.
7.

Notwithstanding anything otherwise set l’orth herein, the AFM may disclose In[bnnation
received under this MoU in the course of fulfilling its obligations to disclose such Information
to any of’ the Agencies or institutions rei’orred to in Part 1.5.1. (Duty of confidentiality and
exceptions) of the Act on Financial Supervision (Wet of the Jinancieel toezicht).

8.

At the Requested Authority’s request and direction, the Requesting Authority will (a) stop
using and copying the Requested Authority’s Information, (h) retuni to the Requested
Authority all of the Requested Authority’s Information in the Recuesting Authority’s
possession or control, or destroy that Information, in all forms and media, and (c) provide the
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Requested Authority wit h a cciii ficate of ret urn or destruction (as applicable) that includes the
date(s), nianner and facts concerning the return or destruction of’ the Requested Authority’s

Information and is signed untlcr oath by au off icer of the Requesting Authority.
Ihe Request ng Authority
y the Requested Authority i umediately upon discovery of’
any ictual or threatened unauthorized use, loss or disclosure of the Requested Authority’s
Informal ion, and vul I cooperate with the Requested Authority to help regain possession of that
In format ion and to pIe7e1’t any fn’t her unauthorized use, loss or disclosure.
1 0.

1 he i\ui horit ies acknowledge thai all In formation shared or exchanged pursuant to this MoU is
provided “as is”.

10.

I)a(a Protection and Privac
Each Authority will endeavour to ensure that it transmits to the other Authority Personal data
that is accurate. Each Authority will inform the other Authority if it learns that previously
transmitted Personal data was inaccurate and/or must be updated. In such case the other
Authority will make any appropriate corrections in its files.

2.

The Authorities will endeavour to ensure that the Personal data requested and transferred is
adequate, relevant aiid not excessive in relation to the puioses for which they are transferred
and further plocessedl.

3.

The Personal data must be kept in a form which permits iclentilication of data subjects for no
longer than is necessary for the prposes for which the data were collected or for which they
are further processed, or for such time as otherwise required by applicable Laws.

4.

The Authorities acknowledge that the transfer of Personal data would occur in the context of
exercise of their official regulatory authorities pursuant to the legislations in their home
jurisdiction, and that the rights of’ data subjects to access Personal data held by each Authority
therefore may be restricted in order to safeguard the Authority’s ability to monitor, inspect or
otherwise exercise its regulatory functions. 1-lowever, a data subject whose Personal data has
been transferred to EINRA may request that the AFM identify any Personal data that has been
transferred to FINRA and request that the AFM confirm with FINRA that the data is
complete, accurate and, if applicable, up-to-date and the processing is in accordance with the
data processing principles in this MoLJ. If the data turns out to be incomplete, inaccurate or
outdated or the processing is not in accordance with the data processing principles in this
MoU, the data subject has the right to make a request for rectification, erasure or blocking the
data, through the AFM.

11.

Consultation Regarding l’Iutual Assistance and the Exchange of Information

The Authorities will consult periodically with each other regarding this MoU about matters of
common concern with a view to improving its operation and resolving any issues that may
arise. Iii particular, the Authorities will consult in the event of:
a.

a significant change in market or business conditions or in legislation where such change
is relevant to the operation of this MoU;

b.

a demonstrated change in the willingness or ability of an Authority to meet the provisions
of this MoU; and
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c.

12.

any other circumstance that makes it necessary or appropriate to consult, amend or extend
his MoU n order to achieve its purposes.

I I Ownership

‘l’he Aullmrities agree that, as between them, the Requested Authority is the exclusive owner
ot all proprietary and intellectual property rights, improvements, derivative works.
enhancements or modi hcations, (including, but not limited to, patents. trade secrets.
trademarks, trade dress and copyrights) (‘1P Rights”) in and to the Requested Authority’s
Inlormation. Nothing in this MoU grants any express or implied license of IP Rights to the
Requesting i\uthority.
Neither Authority may use the other Authority’s trademarks, service marks, or trade names or
otherwise relr to or identify (lie other Authority in promotional materials, press releases,
statements to the news media or other public announcements, without the other Authority’s
prior written consent.
13.

Aniendmcnts to the

MoU

The Authorities may, by a written instrument signed by each Authority’s authorized
representative, amend or modil’y this MoU through the mutual consent of the Authorities.
14.

Commencemeiit aiid Termination

This MoU will take effect when both Authorities have signed it and will continue to have
effect until terminated by either Authority.
2.

This MoU will be concluded for an unlimited period of time, but may be terminated by any of
the Authorities at any time by giving, at least thirty (30) days prior written notice to the other
Authority. The Authorities’ confidential treatment of assistance and Information obtained
pursuant to this MoU will continue in perpetuity after termination of this MoU in accordance
with authorized records and information retention policies. If the Requested Authority
undertakes to terminate the MoU, requests for Information communicated before the effective
date of’ denunciation will still be processed under this MoU.

15.

Assignment

Neither Authority may assign, delegate or otherwise transfer this MoU or any of its rights or
obligations under this MoU (by operation of law or otherwise) without the other Authority’s
prior written consent.
16.

Entire Agreement and Compliance with Applicable Laws

This MoU constitutes the entire agreement, and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous
statements or agreements, between the Authorities with respect to its subject matter.
2.

Each Authority shall comply with all applicable Laws.
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I’hc Authorities have

caused

this MoU to he execuk.d by I hci r respective duly authorized

represental yes.
l1’iiia iicial I 11(1115113’ RciiIatory ALithority, Inc.

I3y: Richard U. Ketchum
(‘hairnian and Cl ( )
1)ate:

7c(

2_

The Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets

-

-

By: Ronald Gerritse,
Chairman ol’ the Executive Board

Theoclor Kockelkoren
Member olthe Executive Board

Date:

Date:

‘
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Annex A
Contact Icrsons

Contact

as defined hy Article 5

of’

the MoU is:

For l’he Netherlands Authonty (‘or the Financial Markets
Mr.

Petei’ l3akker

‘l’he l)cputv I lead ol’ (lie Legal i\lThirs l)eparlment
Vijzelgracht 50

107111 S Amsterdam
‘Ilie Netherlands
Tel.: +31 (0) 20 797 25 35.
Fax: +31 (0) 20 797 38 199
For the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, Inc.
Mr. Paul Andrews
Vice President and Managing Director, International Relations
1735 K Street, NW
Washington. DC 20006
United States ci’ America
Tel.: +1 202 72$ 8235
Fax: -1-1 202 303 3918

